TALENT IN
HOUSE

the GEM
programme

Talent in House
The GEM Programme accelerates development by creating challenging and
thought provoking opportunities– giving GEMs exposure to people and
situations that many who have worked in housing for a number of years
haven’t experienced.
Our partners, the organisations who employ graduates, saw potential in their
current staff and wanted them to beneﬁt from the elements that make the GEM
Programme so successful.
As the housing world wonders what the future will look like for their organisations’,
increasingly they are looking to their own people as the answer.
To ﬁnd out how to get your employees on the programme email
info@centreforpartnership or call 01274254701.
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Who is this
option for?
People in your business who are delivering great results and who have the energy,
professionalism and belief in social justice that the GEM Programme requires.
People who:
■ Will relish the opportunity to

connect with social housing
organisations across the country
and beyond

■ Value the opportunity to achieve a

professional qualiﬁcation and
Chartered status

■ See the links between their work

on the ground and the big picture
challenges facing housing today

■ Are Ambassadors for your

organisation who you would like to
see stretch themselves by meeting,
and perhaps challenging, current
housing and welfare thought
leaders

■ Are identiﬁed through your Talent

Management & Succession
Strategies as future leaders and key
players for your organisation
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GEM Values, Skills & Attributes
The GEM Programme operates with a clearly deﬁned values system and we also ask
GEMs to demonstrate particular skills and attributes. It is important that all
participants sign up to and demonstrate the following:
■ A strong belief in Social Justice

■ Strong Personal Organisation

■ Both Societal and Interpersonal

■ Use of Initiative both within and

■ Professionalism and Respect for

■ Being able to take Ownership of

acknowledging that the world
isn’t a level playing ﬁeld for all
Empathy

others at all times recognising that
they represent their employer and
the GEM Programme

■ Use of Critical Thinking to analyse

and evaluate issues before judging

The GEM
Programme
gave me the
opportunity to try my
hand at a career in
housing, and as it turns
out this was the best
possible route I could
have taken.
It’s given me an insight
into the sector I would
never normally have
had the chance to
get, and I’ve loved
every second.
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Cath Adams

skills to counter balance the
workload
outside of the workplace

work and responsibilities

■ The ability to develop Emotional

Intelligence and Resilience to
build effective relationships and
overcome adversity

GEM Elements
The GEM Programme
consists of 6 key elements:

Future
Housing
Leaders
CIH
Certiﬁcate
in Housing

Workplace
Learning

GEM
Programme
Personal
Development

Achieving
Chartered
status
Mentoring
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Future Housing
Leaders
What are the traits of 21st Century Leaders? And how does the GEM
Programme accelerate these traits?
Self awareness and resilience: participants will have the chance to complete
psychometric assessments which will give them an insight to their own strengths
and areas of development.
Worldview and emotional intelligence: By encouraging GEMs to see the
world from a different perspective, they develop the insights to see the challenges
facing their sector in a new light, and in turn to imagine new solutions.
These interactions are known as vertical learning. The GEM Programme is
committed to enabling participants’ vertical learning as well as their
horizontal learning. Horizontal learning is delivered through the CIH
qualiﬁcation.
“Vertical learning is about the transformation of how you think, feel, and make
sense of the world; it is about increasing the complexity of how you see and relate
to the world and to what you know.” (DMC, 2015)
Connected: GEM will be meeting and building networks with people working in
different organisations across the country, the GEM World Housing Organisation
and the people who are shaping housing and communities today.
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CIH Certiﬁcate
in Housing
We have a formal Strategic Partnership with the Chartered Institute of Housing and
we are an Accredited Centre for the delivery of CIH qualiﬁcations. GEM participants
work towards the achievement of the CIH Level 4 Certiﬁcate in Housing, which is
designed for learners working in the UK and Ireland.
The qualiﬁcation comprises the following subject areas:

Housing
Law
Housing
Management
Services

Financing
for Housing

Level 4 CIH
Certiﬁcate in
Housing
Housing
Policy

Professional
Practice Skills
for Housing
Building,
Communities
and the
Environment
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Achieving Chartered
Status
GEM participants who successfully complete the GEM Programme (including the
Level 4 Certiﬁcate) will have the opportunity to progress to become a Chartered
Member of the Chartered Institute of Housing through the Experienced
Professional Route.
This is achieved through completion of an intensive 14-week programme.
Participants will be supported by a team of experienced learning and Chartered
housing professionals.
GEMs taking this route will be members of an action learning group facilitated by
the team below. In order to achieve Chartered status, GEMs will need to complete
a 5000 word portfolio and a professional interview.

Trevor Smith
Director of the GEM
Programme
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Alison Leech
Incommunities Policy and
Performance Manager.

Mentoring
Mentoring is a key element
of the GEM Programme. Every
GEM has a workplace mentor
and a pastoral and career
development mentor within the
Centre for Partnership team.
Mentoring is a great development
opportunity for talented employees
already working in your organisation.
Each mentor will attend a Mentor
Training Day led by Trevor Smith as
part of the GEM Programme
Welcome. This day explores
mentoring in the context of the
GEM Programme; some of the
hurdles that might crop up based on real case studies; and what will be expected of
them as a GEM Mentor. The Mentor Training Day is also an excellent opportunity for
mentors to get to know their mentee and to network with mentors from different
organisations. We invite all mentors and line managers to join a Yammer group and
encourage discussion and collaboration throughout the year.
The role of a GEM Mentor can be varied and is tailored to the individual’s needs. Some
examples of the topics which will often be covered in the mentor sessions include:
-

Networking: It can be difﬁcult for people who are new to the sector, but it
can be challenging at times for even the most experienced housing
professional. A GEM Mentor can help remove barriers and help make initial
introductions to people who may be beneﬁcial to the GEMs workplace or
learning experience.

-

Career Development: The housing sector has so many career
opportunities within it that GEMs will often look to mentors for career
guidance. The GEM Mentor will help them to explore new options and get
experience in areas across the sector.

-

Workplace: We recommend that the Mentor is someone outside of the core
team the GEM works in. This way if issues arise within the team the GEM knows
they have a neutral party to talk things through with.

-

Personal: this may include issues around mental health, relationships, house
moving and any other issues that may impact the GEM’s ability to participate in
the GEM Programme.
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Personal
Development
During the GEM Programme Talent in House GEMs will continue their role
within their organisation; complete a professional qualiﬁcation; carry out
research pieces; and attend GEMshacks which will open their mind to new
ways of thinking. Through this they will learn a great deal about themselves
including: their Worldview, their values and where their skills lie.
It is an intense year but they are well supported throughout the programme from a
number of sources including GEM, their manager and mentor and their network of
other GEMs.
We also ask GEMs to complete a Personal Development Plan which they can work
on throughout the year and offer optional psychometric questionnaires that they
can choose to complete. From this they can discover where their strengths and
interests are within the sector and use their guided learning as a way to build their
portfolio, ensuring they have the necessary experiences to further their career.
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Work Based Learning
GEMs join the programme from a wide range of degree disciplines.
During their work based learning Talent in House GEMs are exposed to many
aspects of the housing sector that they may not have had exposure to in their
current and previous roles. They will complete guided learning within the
workplace set by the GEM Programme, This intense learning experience gives your
GEM a greater understanding of their organisation and of the sector.

Guided learning is reviewed yearly to ensure GEMs are being exposed to the most
current issues within the sector. As an example, some of the guided learning
activities set for the current cohort include:
• Attending a Board meeting
• Shadowing a neighbourhoods
team
• Interviewing policy makers within
their organisation
• Visit a court and observe a
housing case

• Observe a housing options
interview
• Visit an organisation which offers
supported accommodation
• Interview the Director of Finance
in relation to the recent Budget
announcement.

GEMs are required to carry out a challenging role in the workplace. In the past GEM
roles have reached all parts of the housing sector. Some of the job roles and
projects have included:
• Digital and Financial Inclusion

• Communications Ofﬁcer

• Welfare Reform and Incomes

• Fraud Intelligence Ofﬁcer

• Trainee Neighbourhood Manager

• Anti-Poverty Strategy

• Organisational Development Ofﬁcer • New Build Construction
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GEM Blended
Learning Experience
The GEM Programme is built around GEMshacks, of which there will be 8
across the 12 month duration of the GEM Programme. Each GEMshack will
be an amalgamation of CIH and Future Housing Leader content designed
to offer each GEM a unique opportunity to develop within the housing
sector. These are led by the GEM Team, guest experienced practitioners
and CIH Tutors.
GEMshacks offer an opportunity for social learning between GEMs and
organisations. We welcome guest speakers from our partner organisations and
externally to join us at GEMshacks, and this has included international partners,
charities and politicians. StrataGEM involves GEM led research, for example we have
had GEMs present research ﬁndings to the International Housing Partnership.
Each of the GEMshacks will also be self-directed by mobile learning in order to
support the CIH element. The CIH Boot Camp is design to ensure GEMs understand
all aspects of the CIH qualiﬁcation and assessment.

Mobile
Learning

GEM World
Housing
Organisation

CIH Boot
Camp

GEM
Shacks

Social
Learning

strataGEM

Workbooks
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Guest
Experienced
Practitioners

GEM Blended
Learning Experience
GEMshacks are hosted across the UK to reﬂect the diversity of the
programme.
Examples of previous GEMshack themes have been:
• Welcome to the GEM Programme

• Personal Development

• Homelessness

• 21st Century Communities

• Regeneration

• Global Housing Issues

• Whitehall and Westminster Visit

• Northern Ireland (Building for Peace)
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Our GEMS and
Partners Say
Catrina Presnail, Talent in House GEM,
Incommunities
“Being given the opportunity by my employers to follow the GEM
programme whilst working was an amazing experience and has
really widened my knowledge in the housing industry. Not only
that I have gained a Level 4 Certiﬁcate that will help me to
further my career at Incommunities and shows my commitment
to my learning.”
Anna Marsh, Contract Coordinator, Regenda
“The ability to take part in the GEM programme whilst already
working in the housing sector has been invaluable to both
my personal and professional development. Not only has this
been beneﬁcial for me, but for the team around me as I am
able to share my learning with others. Being part of the GEM
programme has improved my networking skills as well as my
housing knowledge – which will be an invaluable part of my career
progression going forward. As a graduate, it can often be difﬁcult to ﬁnd work and
I feel privileged to not only have a job in a sector that I care about, but also have
the ability to continue learning and developing as I work; I feel fully supported
in this by both my employer and the GEM staff. This experience has been truly
exciting, challenging and thoroughly enjoyable, and I would fully recommend the
GEM scheme.”
Ian Warren, Director of People, Regenda
“Great to see the great opportunities the GEM programme
delivers now available to existing graduate employees.
Regenda will be factoring this into our recruitment and
workforce development plans.”
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Keep in Touch
For more information visit the link below to hear from GEMs and Directors about
the GEM Programme. www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zcyuARH4hQ
The GEM Programme

@GEM_Housing

GEMProgramme

info@centreforpartnership.co.uk

thegemprogramme

01274 254701
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